Morphological Changes of Collagen Fibers in Myocardium of Rats under Different Exercise Loads Based on Three-Dimensional Simulation Technique.
In order to improve the visual analysis ability of the morphological changes of rat liulimyocardial collagen fibers under different exercise loads, a method of extracting the morphological changes of collagen fibers in rat myocardium under different exercise loads based on three-dimensional simulation technique is proposed. The three-dimensional morphological characteristics of the collagen fibers in the original rat myocardium are made by CT scanning technique. Like information collection, a gradient decomposition method is used to filter the three-dimensional morphological features of rat myocardial collagen fibers. The edge contour features of the three-dimensional morphological features of rat myocardial collagen fibers under different motion loads are extracted. The threshold segmentation method is used to carry out the rat myocardial glue under different exercise loads. The segmentation of the regional pixel feature block of the three-dimensional morphological features of the original fiber is segmented into a block vector with high resolution, and the regional reconstruction of the three-dimensional morphological features of the rat myocardial collagen fibers under different motion loads is carried out to realize the high resolution identification and classification of the 3D morphological features of the rat myocardial collagen fibers. The simulation results show that the three-dimensional simulation of the morphological changes of rat myocardial collagen fibers under different exercise loads is better, and the accuracy of feature extraction is higher.